
Equipment Requirements For Photography Students

All students must have all the items listed below apart from those listed as ‘optional’.

ESSENTIAL ITEMS – items to be purchased from the department from Miss Piper

1. Film (£4.00) – this includes a £1 deposit that is refunded on return of the undamaged film

cassette

2. Ilford photographic paper, box of 100 sheets (£51.20)

3. Set of printing filters (£10.90). These only need to be purchased once if they are looked after.

4. Negative sleeves – 35mm/medium format (25p per sheet)

5. Herma Glue removable roller and refills (refills for £2.50) – please do NOT buy any other type
of glue.

6. A1 mounting boards (£1.50 per board) - these do not need to be purchased until the last few

months of the course

ESSENTIAL ITEMS – items to bring to class

1. Lens cleaning cloth. Same as spectacle cleaning cloth (buy from an Optician)
2. Dodger (a piece of wire with a disc of masking tape at the end) – home made
3. A permanent marker, i.e. a Sharpie

4. Pair of blunt ended scissors

5. Fine/sharp pencil, rubber and ruler. The best rulers are clear plastic with a metal cutting edge,

but these are more expensive so they’re optional

OPTIONAL ITEMS

1. A camera – it is free to borrow one from the department, however should you want to

purchase one, we recommend a Pentax K1000 with a 50mm lens as these are very robust

cameras and good value for money – we source most of our cameras from SRS as they are very

reputable

2. Blower brush (SRS) – the mini Rocket Air and large Rocket Air are more powerful alternatives

3. 10x8 inch printing easel – the department has one easel per enlarger but cannot guarantee the

same easel for successive prints. As a result, many students end up with prints of slightly

different sizes, which creates problems at the mounting stage. A-level students should consider

getting their own easel. They are available on eBay at some good prices

4. Students who have their own cameras that automatically wind the film leader into the cassette

should get their own film retriever. SRS stock them and they also come up one eBay for less

than £10. Ilford is probably the best make

Unless stated, all the prices quoted are from SRS – tel. 01923 226 602 (at the top end of Watford High

Street) and have been discounted for our students. There is no obligation to buy equipment from SRS

but we would be surprised if it could be bought cheaper elsewhere. The prices are correct at the time

of printing (12 October 2022).

CAMERA SIGNING-OUT DAYS

Cameras can be signed out on MONDAY, WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY LUNCHTIMES ONLY and are to

be returned on the next signing-out day. A £1 fine per day will be issued for any late returns. This

includes after lunch on the day of return.


